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¢X(t¡ 1) ¢Y (t¡ 1) ¢X(t¡ 2) ¢Y (t¡ 2) ???
¢X(t) -0.02652 0.44295 -0.01080 0.06177 -0.02215
¢Y (t) -0.02570 -0.04164 0.00348 -0.01854 0.01643
­
¢X(t) 0.00013 0.00002






¢X(t¡ 1) ¢Y (t¡ 1) ¢X(t¡ 2) ¢Y (t¡ 2) ¢X(t¡ 3) ¢Y (t¡ 3) ???
¢X(t) -0.14215 0.57783 -0.06924 0.16606 -0.02937 0.07401 -0.00017
¢Y (t) 0.00114 -0.11479 -0.07252 -0.05336 0.01295 0.05420 0.00035
­
¢X(t) 0.00017 0.00004
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Measurement of causality change between multiple time series
Ryo Kinoshitay and Kosuke Oya z
abstract
Structural change is gauged with the change of parameters in the model. In the case of multiple
time series model, the causality between the time series also changes when there is a structural
change. However the magnitude of change in causality is not clear in the case of structural
change. We explore the measure of causality change between the time series and propose the
test statistic whether there is any signi¯cance change in the causal relationship using frequency
domain causality measure given by Geweke (1982) and Hosoya (1991). These procedures can
be applied to error correction model which is non-stationary time series. The properties of the
measure and test statistic are examined through the Monte Carlo simulation. As an example of
application, the change in causality between United states and Japanese stock indexes is tested.
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